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13 -digit ISBN

it’s official!

in the 020 $a ﬁeld instead of into the correct 260 MARC ﬁeld, then these incorrect
020 ﬁelds were ignored in the ISBN conversion process. Similarly, 020 $z (invalid
ISBNs) were unaffected by the conversion
process.
Once the programmatic conversion of
ISBNs was ﬁnished, the PALS database was
re-indexed to enable ISBN (IS) searches to
be done on either 10- or 13-digit ISBNs as
from the start of 2007.

Cataloguing as from 2007
ESTELLE JAKOBSEN
Principal Librarian: Cataloguing
(This is an updated version of the article that
appeared in the CL, January/February 2005).

T

he International Standard Book
Number (ISBN) has been used since
the 1970s as a means of uniquely
identifying books. However, as the stock of
10-digit ISBNs has been rapidly diminishing
due to the increase in publishing worldwide, it was decided internationally to start
using ISBNs consisting of thirteen digits.
The ISBN-13 has become the only ofﬁcial
ISBN as from 1 January 2007. This 13-digit
ISBN differs from the old 10-digit ISBN in
that it has a preﬁx of 978 and a different
check digit at the end of the number in most
cases. Once the preﬁx 978 has been used
up, the new preﬁx will be 979. It should be
noted, however, that 13-digit ISBNs with the
‘979’ preﬁx cannot be converted to tendigit ISBNs because they have no ten-digit
equivalent.
Well before 2007, some publishers
already started preparing for the changeover
to ISBN-13, by including both the 10- and
13-digit ISBNs on their books. However, after 1 January 2007, publishers had to delete
the 10-digit ISBNs from reprints, and all new
books published will only have a 13-digit
ISBN. All publishers will have to convert
any unused 10-digit ISBNs to 13-digit ISBNs
before these numbers can be allocated to
new books.

Firstly, according to international practice,
new books catalogued on PALS in 20052006 had been input with the 10-digit
ISBN in the 020 $a ﬁeld and the ISBN-13
temporarily in the 024 $a ﬁeld (ﬁrst indicator 3, second indicator blank). The ISBN
conversion program then just moved these
existing ISBN-13s to the ﬁrst 020 $a ﬁeld,
and left the ISBN-10 in the 020 $a ﬁeld
below.
In the second case (mainly older bookstock), if no ISBN-13 existed on bibliographic records, the conversion program
identiﬁed ISBNs that consisted of 10 digits
in the 020 $a ﬁeld and used these to
generate ISBN-13s (that is, all catalogue
records that had a 10-digit ISBN will now
have a 13-digit ISBN as well; these appear
in two separate 020 ﬁelds, with the ISBN13 on top and the original ISBN-10 below).
However, if ISBNs had for instance been
originally incorrectly typed in the 020 $a
ﬁeld with less than 10 digits, or if words
such as a publisher’s name had been typed

As from 1 January 2007, cataloguing could
again be done on PALS, using the ISBN as it
appears on the book in hand. If the book
being catalogued has only a 13-digit ISBN,
then only this one ISBN is to be entered in
the 020 ﬁeld (that is, a 10-digit ISBN does
not need to be added as well).
Example:
020 9781841012469 (pbk.) : $c R84.00

If the new book has both a 10- and 13digit ISBN, these ISBNs should be entered
in two separate 020 ﬁelds, with the 13digit ISBN on top and the 10-digit ISBN
below this. The 024 MARC ﬁeld should no
longer be used.
Example:
020 9780712666503 (pbk.) : $c R81.60
020 0712666508 (pbk.)

If an old book being catalogued only
has a 10-digit ISBN, then the Convert ISBN
(CISB) command should be used to obtain
the equivalent 13-digit ISBN. These ISBNs
should be entered in two separate 020
ﬁelds, with the 13-digit ISBN on top and
the 10-digit ISBN below this.
Example:
020 9780297846161 : $c R165.00
020 0297846167

ISBN Conversion
From 23-31 December 2006, cataloguers
were not able to work on bibliographic
records on PALS, in order that the once-off
ISBN conversion program could be run.
The conversion program had to cater for
two cases:
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Other PALS modules from
2007
Changes also had to be made to
the PALSTAC program (Acquisitions (ACQ) and Inter-Library-Loan
(ILL) modules) to accommodate the
extra ISBN digits. (The ISBN ﬁeld on
the ACQ record and ILL borrowing
record had previously been a ﬁxed
length that allowed for a maximum
of 10 digits). The new version of
PALSTAC had to be installed by all
PALS Acquisitions and ILL users as
from 1 January 2007.
The only problem encountered
thus far is in the ACQ module where
the ISBN is no longer automatically
pulled over from the bibliographic
record when loading an Acquisition
record. This will impact on the Ordering Section as they have to enter the
ISBN manually, which could lead to errors as there is no means of verifying
the check digit of the ISBN. Hopefully
this can be sorted out in the near
future.
In conclusion, preparing for the
changeover to ISBN-13 has been an
ongoing saga for the past three years.
The changeover appears to have gone
relatively smoothly, but if there are any
cataloguing queries, please contact the
Cataloguing Section at the Western
Cape Provincial Library Service,
telephone (021) 483-2418. Bradley
Meyer can be contacted for any ILL
queries at (021) 483-2309.
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BEYOND DIVERSITY

looking ahead - and inwards
DR FRANCOIS VERSTER

really weird games like throwing a tennis ball
to
blindfolded people, pretending to travel in a
Principal Archivist, Cape Town Archives
taxi, and holding hands in a circle like we used
Repository
to in kindergarten, also had a few people glancuring the week of 20-24 November
ing around in case a quick exit was possible.
2006 a strong contingent of the DeIn the so-called Woolworth Room a group
partment of Cultural Affairs and Sport
of 20 people were seated around four tables.
got to know the staff of the company Pure
There the dynamic duo, Anthula and Carmen,
Innovation from up close and relatively personal.
worked with them - sometimes together,
Several groups were handled simultaneously
mostly in tandem, the one smoothly taking
at different venues by these capable
from the other like riders in the
...most partici- overTour
and affable professionals. The
de France. Only here there
outcomes aimed for were
pants were reluctant to
was no Lance Armstrong and
basically ‘to understand
do yet another ‘workshop type this absence of competition,
the diverse and changof thing’, especially those who actu- in other words, none of a
ing environment’, as
Baas-Klaas relationship, was
ally need such an experience most;
well as the individuals
carried over in their teachinvolved, and ‘to dem- the lone wolves, the skulkers in the
ings. One got the distinconstrate the ability to
tive impression that these
trenches who wallow in their comfort
manage people energy
two
practice what they
zones, content to grumble and scowl,
effectively’ and the
preach and are motivators
‘skills required to maxwhile, for the most part they are
par excellence; as sure of
imise the strengths and
just naturally dead set against themselves and their curricuopportunities of members
lum as their names are exotic.
any form of change
in a diverse team to achieve
Two days went really fast and
positive results’. Quite a mouth full!
from the very ﬁrst session everyone
Naturally, most participants were reluctant
seemed to look forward to the next one.
to do yet another ‘workshop type of thing’,
When the last questionnaire was being
especially those who actually need such an
completed a new kind of reluctance was being
experience most; the lone wolves, the skulkers
experienced - this time everyone, the course
in the trenches who wallow in their comfort
presenters as well as the attendees, were not
zones, content to grumble and scowl, while, for
exactly keen to leave. Clearly a bond was
the most part they are just naturally dead set
formed amongst everyone in that room.
against any form of change. To them terms like
Diversity? Perhaps, despite the fact that
‘diversity’ sound like ‘adversity’ and ‘conversity’
half the group were from the Western Cape
can only really mean ‘confrontation’. Why think
Archives and Records Service, but the ‘comabout abstract ideas, what good can possibly
mon ground’ aspect of conversity was deﬁnitely
come from such time-consuming (and strenu‘found’ - whether it was Dalena from Library
ous, heaven forbid) activities? ‘Thinking about
Services or Luvuyo from Transport, all were
differences,’ indeed. ‘Finding common ground?’
comfortable with one another and will be so
What for? It is all a lot of window dressing,
in future whenever they may be called upon to
after all. Or, so some people may believe.
liaise on any level.
Enter Carmen, Anthula and their colleagues,
Back at the different workplaces the course
who proved to make short work of the awkwas discussed as everyone settled back into
wardness that seems part and parcel of this
the familiar daily grind of their respective line
kind of situation where a substantial number
functions and to quote Mervyn (Croeser the
of people, strangers mostly, are forced to get
cleaner): ‘I just hope that we can all remember
to know each other in double quick time.
to continue giving each other A’s.’
The modus operandi was basically to jolt the
A commendable sentiment indeed from
participants out of their usual ways of thinking
someone who is only four years from retireand concepts such as ‘scoring goals’ by giving all
ment. May those who still have many years
and sundry A’s, implementing a ‘team energy
ahead of them in the Department share
model’ and reﬂecting on how to stop ‘downMervyn’s wish.
ward spiralling conversations’, not to mention
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